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iPads 
We issue iPads to all S2-S6 pupils for use in school and at home to enrich their learning. This is a significant 
financial investment for the school and it is expected that all pupils loaned an iPad bring it into school every 
day, fully charged and ready to be used. The school reserves the right to withdraw an iPad temporarily or 
permanently if it is not being looked after and/ or being used inappropriately. 
 
iPad Contract  
 

Drummond Community High School will, on behalf of the City of Edinburgh council, loan an iPad to students on 
agreement of this contract.  
 
The device shall be issued free of charge, with accessories, for the students use.  
 
The device remains the property of DCHS and City of Edinburgh Council.  
 
The signatory accepts responsibility for the care and safe return, in original condition, of the device and accessories. 
Should the device or any of the accessories require replacement or repair, as a likely result of misuse or accidental 
damage, the signatory will be liable for any costs incurred. The school will attempt to rectify these where possible, and 
will advise on a course of action should it be needed. The school may be able to engage a 3rd party to repair the device, 
but the cost of this repair would be the responsibility of the signatory.  
 
The above relates to incidents of misuse or accidental damage. In the case of a manufacturing defect within warranty 
period, the school will seek to address this issue with the manufacturer.  
 
Students are expected to have their iPad in classes, and for it to be charged and functional. This is provided as a tool to 
enrich learning. If they do not bring it to school on a regular basis the device will be taken back in.  
 
Social networking apps must not be on the iPads. 
 
Games must not be used during school time. 
 
Students must not attempt to add / change accounts, bypass security settings or in any way alter or bypass the settings 
applied to the device, either on the device or via iTunes.  
 
The use of the device is to take, distribute or otherwise facilitate the production or circulation of inappropriate 
photos/images is strictly against school policy and any use of the device to post abusive, threatening or humiliating 
content via social networking apps or via the inbuilt camera may result in a criminal investigation and the immediate 
confiscation of the device.  
 
If the device is lost or stolen, we are required to make a report to the Police and by signing this document, the signatory 
agrees to co-operate fully with any subsequent investigations. Replacement devices will not be issued without the 
appropriate loss or theft report reference number from Police Scotland.  
 
Drummond High School staff reserve the right to routinely spot check and examine any device issued to a pupil in the 
course of investigating any claim that a pupil had breached the above terms and conditions.  
 
It is highly recommended that the signatory insures the device. If using home insurance, this usually involves a phone 
call to specifically add it to a policy. 3rd party device specific policies are also available.  
 
I understand and agree to the terms set out above. I agree to return the equipment in original condition on request, or 
accept liability for returning it to this condition.  
 

Signed 
 

On behalf of (student) 

iPad issued 
 

Date  

Serial # 
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